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INFORMATION TRANSFER STANDARDS] 

ABSTRACT 
. e 
Thi« study is concerned with message description 

problems in intersystem communication. Involved 
is a search for a standard higher order language 

governing information trMsfer. A meta-descriptive 
approach is adopted. The concept of a standard 

representation language, the ARIADNE language, is 
introduced and developed. The requirements for 

this language are presented. The novelty of the 

approach and the recommended language resides in 
the requirement that Intersystem messages be 

described at two levels of discourse, with only 

the higher-order level being in standard form. 

Ihe difficulties involved in constructing the 
language, especially with respect to the imple¬ 

mentation of a synonym- and homonvm-resolving 
capability are offset by the advantages to be 

gained from adopting s meta-descriptive approach 

to the information transfer standards issue./ ) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

2: teu ?,defin”th' '""ai for farn^t«*^nWg^ r f.the 5tudy- Section 3 presents alternative techriou^s 

ARTADHE^language ‘‘ ^ “Uh U'' 
th. development of a íroto-Í^e ARlIrAÍF ^. ?rob1'"6' ^«‘»n 5 diseases 

2. 

2.1 

PRELIMINARY considerations 

PURPOSE 

tinff0thICtlVK °f proJect ls to explore and develop techniques for ^a^ili'a 
ting the exchange of information between data management systems Z ZV<1 ' 

some to-be-determined descriptive levei? 0rmatÍOn ab°Ut ^rsystem messages at 

2.2 THE STANDARDS ISSUE 

the movementR.89°Clflt*d ^ determining future user needs nas influenced 

„. „ i y exieve the user somewhat from mastering technical n>-ntT^o- 

íd^títT^e8’ bUt n0re iraPort^tly, such languages function as reaís 

HSr r^P4“ 
lnctior 
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httví-en rip id and flexible standards must be introduced. Where standards are 

rip systent adaptations must leave them Inviolable,1 This, in turn, represents 

a c.tr&int on, and runs counter to, the desired flexibility in system use 
that callea forth such adaptations. 

A.on« a parallel line, the standards issue is complicated by the fact that lar«e- 
scale data management systems deal with data which han many forms. The hetero¬ 

geneity of this information prompts the search for a limited number of standard 

forms that adequately characterize and facilitate the transfer of such data. A 

data management system reflects both a domain of concern and a domain of discourse, 
Each system functions as a world view, in miniature, wherein a select net of 

entities, attributes, and relations are dealt with in various modes of system 

operation. Additionally, each system employs one or more languages and select 
sets of descriptive conventions to represent its own world view. Thus, the 

conventionality ascribed to descriptive procedures occurs at two levels, r latin« 
(1) to the relevant characteristics of data that a given system chooses to 

identify and to describe explicitly, and (2) to the specific techniques, formats 

and reserved-meaning terms used in describing the selected characteristics. 
These conventions affect both data input specifications and external message 

descriptions. Although referred to as "conventions,” they are an integral 

feature of data management systems. Thus, any proposed standard that necessitates 
the abandonment of or a major modification to these descriptive conventions would 

probably meet with extreme resistance from within the communications environment. 

Accordingly, the study was directed towards a search for a common medium, a form 

of Ariadne thread, by means of which the diversity characterizing thes* descrip¬ 
tive conventions could be overcome without requiring their abandonment. 

What is required is a standard that, although imposed and b indi rig, does not create 

serious impositions to the interacting system. Obviously,, thi.i requirement in 

highly restrictive. Nevertheless, as with any labyrinthian pr blem, the possi¬ 

bility clearly exists that in the search for such a standard, more than one guide¬ 
line would be available. This is the case. A number of opti-uit; for introducing 

descriptive standards do exist. These potential approaches to the intersystem 

communication problem have to be distinguished, their presuppositions made 

explicit, their implications examined, and their relative advantages rssessed. 
In Section i, this examination is carried forth. 

2.3 STUDY PERSPECTIVE AND CONSTRAINTS 

The iBBue of transfer standards must be viewed within some perspective as well as 
with some perspective. Questions as to the type of standard required and the 

level at which standardization should be implemented must be fonmulated against 

the background of the intersystem communication problem. Wha* became apparent 
from the inception of the study was that the intersystem communication problem 

was, in fact, not a single problem but a problem complex—a aerW. of inter¬ 

related problems embracing such diverse topics as transmission system constraint.:;, 
transmission code conventions, and message descriptive techniques, as well as 

data compatibility, message frequency, and message utility considerations. The 
scope of the study had to be restricted so that a coherent ( if not a complete) 

picture could be presented. Accordingly, primary focus was placed upon the 

message descriptive aspect of the intersystem communication problem. 
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T^' °[ t>¡‘ «'»»•«<! descriptive problem as the focal point of the study 

h the data handling and the conmmnicatlon processes can be connected. 

ÏÏvê’fêâtÙrê.°ôf ÎT‘/ f>»'«lona1 relationship esist» betveen the data descrip- 
1 e features of a system and its data handling capabilitie«i un,. 

case, data that can be described and fomatt^in terms of ^e.f e^' 1 Í? 5 th' 

nrJÜr 0th" íand* an epistemic relationship exists between the data descriptive 

or.yítIcUcll ÍMU^m.“Me'1C0nf0rmUy t0 1 Pr'"'r“«d and cone urrei-upon se. 
It iT««™tiil to *®®an*fcal convention, ha, to be as.,™ed and assured? Thus. 

be sou«\Tn^\\ . e7;;tV hVTrlPtiV' "t vM'h a“h agreement sho, Id 
Whet klndi of .7- tf ? hla 1,'U,‘ are relevance and sufficiency Issues 
information 1, rá^d?" «« nsccaa.ryt How much descriptive' 

were "7777777* °f ""T' P«»!«., ne.t boundaries 
11 * JH ft8tabll»hed. The area was basically unchartered. The bounds o' the 

n°. Tt 77777 "",C°V're,i b,C“' 'le'r “«ly »0 the study proceeded 
n.7e end âdc- oíT ^ ^ °f «"y eharacteriratifs, of the 
77.7. ? .? h descriptive problem and the feasibility or 

the conmunlc*tlons°e*vlronment * These7lat 't* '*'U”Ptlon' '"mtslned about 
degree of data eomnAtihín* \ a.,"86 relat* to conHidorations such as the 

Zl-Ty ^«t‘re descriptívre^im^”»? 

variability^ f10"* . the re,ulrements for m-saáee 

7r7t7t7:7ti77t»:.dlY*r*lty of d'8cr,pt,v'- ——a 

able or code conversion can be effected Th... . aval]- 
charartere« - eriectea. Thus, the various communication con'r- ’ 

systems. If additional descriptive techniques were required for facilitating 
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iniormation transfer, such as self-described messages and meta-descriptive 

prologues to oesaagea, then provisions would have to be made to correct and/or 
exoand the standard transmission code. 

The bracketing of these and other issues has been done to isolate more effec¬ 

tively some of the logical aspects of the message descriptive problem, and to 

permit intensified focus upon the requirements for and ob a standard represen¬ 
tation language. ~~ 

Procedurally, the distinction between the requirements for and of a standard 

representation communication language is important. The Justification for su-h 
a language is based upon its value within a wider context. The requirements 

for a standard language can be established only within the context of a postulated 

communication environment and in comparison with alternative techniques for 

.a. .litating information transfer. Thus, the rationale for the concept, of a 

standard representation language is, in part, a function of assessments of and 
projection about the characteristics, objectives, and needs of present and 
future communication environments. 

^ne requirements of a standard representation language embody the general and 

detailed specifications of the language. These are a function of the kinds of 
data and the types of message that have to be handled. These requirements can 

be ,ormulated only within the context of a morphology of intersystem messages. 

The morphological analysis of messages and the specification of a standard 

representation language can be implemented by using the techniques of an 

experimental, an enpirical, or an analytical approach singly or in combination 
This aspect of the study is discussed in Section 5. 

2.U HARD DATA AND DESCRIPTIVE DIVERSITY 

There is a multiplicity of meanings ’associated with the concept of data. 

Within an intersyatem communication context almost anything serves as "data" 

insofar as it is incorporable within a message. Thus, natural language texts, 
programs library routines, files, tables, arrays, lists, and data elements 

stored within a data management system all properly qualify as "data" for in¬ 

clusion within a message, Obviously a standard governing information transfer 
has to be comprehensive enough so as to handle cn the object langua-e 1-vel 

any kind of data value or mode of data organization that might be involved in 

intersystem communication. Nevertheless, for the present study it has been 

necessary to restrict the use of the term "data" to hard or format,table data. 

Problems associated with the transfer of natural langu ge text, programs, 

library routines, etc,, have been excluded from consideration. However even 

the concept of hard data" is sufficiently broad to encompass diverse kinds 
'levels, and modalities of data. ’ 
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Hov variable le the description of "hard data"? Is it not the rase that th-re 

is differential descriptive treatment of data both within h riven system anr 

among systems? Different systems focus upon different characteristics of the 

same type of data, since the same content can be used for different purposes. 

Even where the expected use is identical, different data organizational tech¬ 

niques require differentiation as to the descriptive focus or as to what is 

considered to be the relevant characteristics of the data. Even vher^ the 

descriptive focus is similar, different descriptors are used, so tha* on the 

terminological level there ip no assurance of a one-to-one correlation between 

ostensively equivalent descriptors. Similarly, for the some or different types 

of data, both within a given system and between systems, the depth of descriptive 
detail and the explicitness of the descriptive material that Is required varies. 

Thus, some characteristics of data have to be explicitly described for one 

system where, for another system, these same characteristics are «ither not 

attended to or are Inferred. 

Once descriptive diversity among systems is posited, an attendant difficulty 

relates to the possible relativity of relevance determinations among systems. 

This problem appears to be insurmountable, at least within the context of 

transfer standards. Where systems differ markedly as to the ie^ree of descrip¬ 

tive explicitness or depth of detail that they require or in their use of 

specific characteristics of data, a fundamental asymmetry in descriptive 

capacity and a potential source of data incompatibility occurs. Considération 

of these factors has also been bracketed and excluded from the study. They 

compound the information transfer issue too severely. 

At issue is not merely the physical transfer of data, but the conveyanc of 

meaning. Intersystem messages, if they are to have ar.y funetiorel valu«-, "-us* b** 

intelligible to the receiving system. Formulating the messag'« transfer problem 

as basically a problem of meaning involves all dimensions of the symbiotic 

process. Syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic considerations are involved. Th , 

between any two interacting systems, the data flow can be characterized as a 
message stream wherein the constituent message elements are syntactically ortmni?' • 

and semantically linked. Since messages are fudged to be int lligible only 

insofar as they permit further action to be taken, pram tic coj nl derat vs are 

also involved. Nevertheless, the "utility" question ar.2 the related ionu»s of 

descriptive symmetry and data compatibility had to be treated suppoaiUor ' ■ '• y. 

The information transfer process has been characterized a a if each rev-i-.n-- 
system could utilize all of the data being transmitted provided that the data 

descriptions in the message could be properly interpreted. Thun, *he central 

task is not to develop techniques that permit systems to handle types of data 

for which they were not designed. The task is much more limiied " *hat 
data compatibility and comparable descriptive capabilities exi... . 1. 

acting systems, but acknowledging the diversity of descriptive techniques 
among these systems, the fundamental challenge is to devise techniques thav . 

at some descriptive level, a standard description of messages. 
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THE POSTULATED COMMUNICATIONS ENVIRONMENT 

The communications environment postulated for this study is one in which 

frequent two-way exchanges of messages nf variable foim and content are 

required between systems with diverse data descriptive conventions and format¬ 
ting capabilities. 

This environment is characterized by message variability, where "message 

variability" is to be understood both in a distributive and collective sense. 
It also applies to two levels of discourse. Thus, in the distributive sense, 

and on the object language level (i.e., the level at which the text of the 

message is represented) each sending system is assumed to possess the capa¬ 

bility for generating messages of variable form and content. To differentiate 

among these mesai.ges, some form of descriptive prologue is required. This 

requirement may be expressed as the need for self-described messages. Similarly, 

on the object language level but in the collective sense, the sheer multiplicity 

of interacting systems imposes a requirement for differentiating among each of 

their respective messages. Again there is need for self-described messages. 

On the descriptive language level, i.e., the level at which descriptions about 

the text of the message are represented, the multiplicity and diversity of 

descriptive techniques and conventions used by each of the sending systems in 

describing messages results in message variability. Hero the problem for each 

system in its message reception mode is to understand what the description 

means as well as what the text of the message means. 

liliy 
1 

Understanding message variability in the above senses, a summary characteriza¬ 

tion of the postulated communication environment is that, it is an environment 

in which each system in its message transmission mode can say "ever so much", 

whereas in its message reception mode, each system can understand "only so 

much' « 

2.6 GUIDING QUESTIONS 

Within this environment, two features of the commurication problem demand 

paramount attention. These relate to the crucial demand for message intel¬ 
ligibility and the complicating but interrelated demand for message variability. 

Essential to any communication is the requirement that messager, be success¬ 
fully interpreted. They must be sufficiently understood 30 that the receiving 

system can interpret them, and if necessary, redescribe and reformat, the data 

for subsequent use. This demand presupposes the existence of some degree of 

data compatibility among the intesacting systems. 

An obstacle to message intelligibility results from the need to convey rressares 

of differing forms and contents. Hence, receiving systems must be capable of 

handling such differences. If communication is to take place between systems 

with variable message-generating capabilities, a trade-off is required between 

the responsibility to conform and to inform. The complicating factor associated 
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with the responsibility to provide information about message variability is 

the existence of diverse descriptive conventions within the communications 

environment. 

TM-29M/OOO/OO 

Thus, in the oostulated communications environment, two interrelated questions 

require consideration. 

1. Are self-described messages possible? Can intersystem messages be 

adequately described by the sending systems? A positive response 

to this question implies that the communication language available 

to each system is sufficiently rich and powerful in descriptive 
capability. 

2. Are self-described messages understandable? Can the descriptive 

features of such messages be clearly understood by the receiving 
systems? la the description itself self-explanatory? If so, then 

a receiving system,properly interpreting the description 0^ the 
message, could redescribe and reformat the content o'1 the messages. 

The relations between these questions requires careful scrutiny. The questiona 

refer to different focal points of study. The first question refers primarily 

to a capability possessed by a sending system, whereas the second question 

refers to the descriptive and interpretative capabilities possessed by the 
sending and receiving systems, respectively. 

Also, it must be noted that the relevance of the second question .s functionally 

related to the type of technique introduced for resolving the first question. 
If a standard descriptive language Is used in describing messages, on th'* 

object language level the question of message intelligibility either uoes not 

arise or is trivially solved. Whereas, if the technique selected is one in 

which each system describes its messages in terms of its owr. descriptive 
conventions, then the question of message intelligibility becomes very real 

and the need for its solution very pressing. 

Additionally, the pragmatic interdependence of both questions should he evident. 

If aelf-described messages can not be properly understood, their descriptive value 

in intersystem communication is negligible. Similarly, if messages cannot be 

described at the object language level, there is no immediate utility associated 

with the development of techniques for making the meaning of descriptors self- 

explanatory. Thus, from a practical viewpoint, if intersystem ommunicatior. is 

to be possible within the postulated environment, both questions must 
attended to and affirmatively resolved. 

Nevertheless, immediate consideration of the first question can be deferreo. 

By proceeding a¿ it were possible to make messages self-det-ribing, foros 

will be placed upon exploring and developing techniques for nuking self- 
described messages self-explanatory. 

.-. 
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3. AN EXAMINATION OF ALTERNATIVE TECHNIQUES 

The primary task in intersystem communication is to provide techniques for 

assuring the intelligibility of messages of variable form and content. Two 
basic approaches are evident! 

Sr7^nt^!bedTÜe,,,afíe -U—i ASreCTie«s are secured as to legal message forms 
and content. These agreements can be established either by imposition-through 
some forcing function, or by the mutual consent of the interacting systems. 

lÎtelliiHhnît ? that th! crucial a#Pect of the task is bypassed. Message 
« is assured, but the variable message-generatin.r capabilities 

of the interacting systems are severely restricted. 

iil£-ll2^~De°crlbgd Message Route; Each sending system is responsible for 
describing its messages and the date contained therein. This approach permits 
the transfer of messages of variable form and content, but founders upon the 

issue of message intelligibility. What techniques are available for providing 
assurance that the receiving system can understand the description? Direct 

translation techniques must be distinguished from standard form techniques and 
the implications of each examined. 

3.1 DIRECT TRANSLATION TECHNIQUES 

A message translation technique that Is analagous to that used by meta¬ 

compilers in the translation of POL's is required. The descriptive features 
of messages would be directly translated from the language of the sending 

system into the language of the receiving system. A syntax specification 

me slanguage (e.g., META5 or BNF) as well as the syntax specifications fo*- the 

message descriptive and data input languages of all of the interacting system's 
would be required. Separate translation programs would have to be written 

If two-way communication were to be established between all systems within some 

postulated communications environment, the maximum number of translation programs 
required would be n(n-l). For an environment consisting of only 10 distinct 

a a management systems, 90 such translation programs would be required. This 
figure contrasts sharply with the number of translation programs required by 

he next three techniques to be discussed, where values of 10, 00 and 00 obtain. 

3.2 STANDARD FORM TECHNIQUES 

Adoption of one of three techniques that transform self-described messages 

into a standard form. Associated with each technique is the use of some form 
of a standard representation language for describing messages. The advantage, 
feasibility, and negative consequences of each technique has yet to be 
determined, although a rough assesament can be made. 
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3.2.1 Use of a Standard Output Language (SOL) 

Each sending system would describe its messages by means of a standard set of 
descriptive categories and formatting techniques. The form and content of the 
message would thus be intelligible to the receiving system. If a standard 
input language were also provided, translation or redescription of a message 
would not be required. Otherwise, each system would require a translation 
program that would reconvert incoming messages described in standard form into 
its own data input equivalents. 

The prospects for the adoption and implementation of this technique are not 
promising. The comprehensiveness of the solution, the interface impact that 
it necessitates with respect to existing hardware configurations, software 
procedures, and special application areas suggest that the technique is subject 
to arguments similar to tho$e directed agains* proposals for a standard program¬ 
ming language. 

3.2.2 Use of a Standard Intermediate Language (SIL) 

This language would perform the same functions associated with a SOL and would 
operate at the same descriptive level, except that instead of originally 
describing messages in standard form, a translator would be required +hat 
would process messages described in the sending system's own descriptive 
conventions. /:» equivalent but standard descriptor would be substituted for 
each native-language descriptive category. Each sending system's message- 
descriptive language would have to be equivalent to a prope'' subset o'’ the lu. 
For the receiving system, another translator would be required that, reconverted 
the message described in standard form into its own input language-descriptive 
equivalents. Thus, in contrast to the SOL technique, twice as many trans¬ 
lators would be required. 

The practical impact of this technique is not so apparent. Each system w-uld 
persist in using its own descriptive conventions for describing outgoing and 
Incoming messages. Thus, the various interface requirements and the impact 
on existing intrasystem practices would be minimal. Unfortunately, the degree 
of consensus required to establish a specific equivalent in the standar nter- 
mediate language for each system's native descriptive categori-s appear to b<* 
overwhelming. Also, it would not permit the flexibility required for sending 
and handling messages of variable format and content, since any innovative 
technique would either have to match an existing ñIL technique or the STL would 
have to be expanded. In all probability, the language would be unwieldy, since 
an equivalent FIL descriptor would have to be adopted for whatever distinguish¬ 
able features of data any given system chose to either describe explicitly or 
require a description of. This technique does not appear to be promising. 



The ARIADNE language (Abstract Representation of Information About Descriptor 

Nexus Equivalences) would be used to describe in standard form the descriptive 

features of messages. Messages would be self-describing on two levels of dis¬ 

course: only the higher level would be in standard form. Thus, the ARIADNE 
language wouli operate on a descriptive level that was higher than the previous 

two standard representation languages. Similar to SIL, messages would initially 

be described in the sending system's descriptive categories. However, instead 

of substituting standard equivalents for the native language descriptors, the 

descriptors themselves would be described. The native language descriptors 

would remain an integral component in the message. The technique to be employed 

is as follows: An abstract representatior of the descriptive features of a 
message would be provided. Standard information would be conveyed about the 

descriptors by identifying each descriptor as being subsumed within some general 

descriptor-class. Each descriptor feature of a message, including fonrpt 

specification techniques, would have to be properly Identified and qualified 

wivh respect to descriptor nexus equivalences. It is necessary to determine 

descriptor nexus along two dimensions. The term "nexus" has two primary 

meanings: 

(1) Connection or interconnection; tie, link 

(2) A connected group or series 

Both meanings must be remembered to understand the functional requirements of 

the ARIADNE classification technique. It is necessary to establish the inter¬ 

connections between the various descriptive elements used in describing a 

message. This will require techniques for indicating syntactic and semantic 

connections. Additionally, it is necessary that the class-membership of every 
descriptor be properly qualified. Here, the use of role and linkage techniques 

associated with problems of information retrieval appears to be applicable. 

Descriptors are to be included within general descriptor-classes according to 

their descriptive function. Although each one will be part o'* a connected 

group of descriptors that constitute the membership of that class, it seems 

likely that the class itself will be characterized by a family of meanings. 

Although all will be functionally equivalent, semantically, only some of the 

members will be exact equivalents. An analogy to this situation is the problem 

encountered and the procedure adopted with respect to synonym listings in 

authoritative dictionaries. In defining terms, both the synonyms and the 
gradations of meaning among them are indicated. Similarly, the interconnections 

among descriptors within a given descriptor-class would have to be qua ified 

and their similarities and differences specified. 

If the ARIADNE language can be made sufficiently powerful and precise, the 

process of translating self-described messages into and from a standard fore- 

will be simplified. If the seeding system's descriptive categories and their 
interrelations can be adequately characterized, since these in turn permit the 

\ 
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amplified or abbreviated set of its own descriptive categorie^ ^ 

of informâtionreither’byGmeansa^f DreW<îeibt'îr0 ’T'°deS °í' lntersyEtem exchange 
described messies íbis distinctior cL f °r thr°^h 
kinds of traffic between systems, namely diîwt\raffic^ !'ermS °f tW° 
vening translation or hi«her level eertol’ /If t^R flc ren'J-ring no inter- 
traffic, involving self described edeacrlPtlon of the message, and mediated 

descriptive l.eg^e vU? tíe ARMDr?’ th' l'*' °f * 
distinctions must be Introduced uh-r tingVa^e* ‘’,om<î dual!fications on these 
descriptive convent ion, if 1 «>e interact in, systems shared co™,or 

interchanged' tb"“”;id L« tTbê ^ ^ ^ 
not require the use of the ARIADNE languag^?’0^ 'owíHeK T 
require explanation in terns of the ARTAD'JE Xangu.J, ó ?!' 1 tb'd 

th* “* °r * »«».de.cript“e ¿echí îu” e":,;?!,!'''';*"'1' 

"ÒLeptTf : lR^„nL“g„‘a'd CCT,CM10B Vithin'vh.ch ¿he 
ARIADNE lan«ua«e ve. introduced involved su-h ieseriptive divers! 

pr^c"b,,rLidfld°::crîbi:1:.t::ag:.theThirhpoM^to"y thr “*■drw 
«Ithin any given neaaage, part of’it nay S° tñ présSíffomâr” 
representing ar exception, may hav. to be describí 

wuld hlveT^br able t^œn'ert.ïrd"^Saí?e’ ^ VhlCh the A^1A!"3F 
»uh the thf 

^scrfí,Mb°V' ‘"dicates is that there are jegr-e .e 

.on^íu^^ÍvTil^: b0th " th" ■»•‘v. lanauagc7evel ard 

14* T?tE CONCEPT OF THE ARIADNE T.ANP.nur.r 

ihe APIADNE language is to be uneH in in* 
operate, at the neta-descrlpt ive 3 e^l uT^'î" ^: • m.e lahgnare 
features of the outnut anrt Lm* , ' datH ^ ^he ¡-'cr ir.Uv*- 

reatrlctlng the application area of íhê^RIAnNp*?'’ 1 r" oysters. is 

r^rL“tî:^> :°r 
statenent. Involved are thena.lv^ cônpoledf 
prologues on tvo levels of discourse ss seit as thToMeX,' descriptive 

to be conveyed. The object language de.crlptîv, X.ft eXéie.T' ‘î''' U 

values antidataBdefinitíona^ontained^ln^th8' 'n '^'tc" 'lh' tX'ata 
level segment, ,„À°Z 

language, function, as a de.criptor-quallrie.t lo„° '¿ZJZ £. tildes 
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information about the object language descriptors. Thus, in the message 
reception mode of system operation, the descriptor-qua1ification segment o 

the message is to be interpreted as a descriptor retrieval imperative that 

directs the receiving systems to use the 'lender's descriptors if it can, or 

to supply equivalent or near-equivalent descriptors of its ovn. It is for this 

reason that the descriptor nexus must be fully specified and qualified by the 

sending system. f 

The primary function of the ARIADNE language is to represent, abstractly, 
information about equivalences and near-equivalences a-ong cata descriptors. 

Where a mapping among descriptors from diverse systems is exact, ARIADNE is to 

provide the directives for direct substitution. Where a mapping is not exact, 

the language is to represent the pointe of similarity and dissimilarity among 

descriptors. 

Because the ARIADNE language operates on the meta-descriptive level, its 
descriptive requirements are reduced. The identification and representation 

of the descriptive features of varying output and access languages is a 
problem of lesser magnitude than that encountered in describing and represen .- 

ing object level events, processes, entitias, attributes, and relations. 
Anv proposed standard data specification language has to describe directly^the 

diversity of data elements and modes of data organization characteristic of a 

communication environment of some complexity. Far less descriptive richness 

and specificity would be required of the ARIADNE language. 

I4.I RELEVANCE AND SUFFICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS 

In connection with the meta-descriptive approach to the information transfer 

problem, the general problem encountered in described data on two levels 0 
discourse is determining what kinds of descriptive material must be supplied 

and how much descriptive infomation must be made explicit. Thus, relevancy 

and sufficiency issues occurs (1) with respect to the native language 
description of the data Values, data definitions and the organization 0. th- 

data contained within a message; (2) with respect to the ARIADNE language 

description and classification of the native language descriptors. 

Nevertheless, only as a limiting concept is it a question of providing a 
complete description of these two levels of data. Generally, where the isa 
centers upon the selection bf relevant aspects of the data to be described, the 

goal is descriptive sufficiency. But, with differential needs for descriptive 

explicitness, based upon the existence of systems with varying interpretative 

capabilities, what criterion of sufficiency will suffice? 

The question of "how much" is tied in with the question of "what’s important." 

At the heart of this difficulty is the fact that the sending system, in 
describing a message, selects the "relevant" descriptive categories and determines 
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how full th« description is to be, whereas, on a pragmatic basis, it is the 

redeacriptive requirements of the receiving system that truly determine what is 
relevant and how much is enough. 

In this connection, it is important to recognize that the mediating function o'" 
the ARIADNE language does not resolve this issue. A normative role has not 

been envisioned for it. The ARIADNE language does not function as a data 

specification standard, prescribing to each of the interacting systems what and 

how much information about the textual content of the message must be specified. 

On the contrary, the meta-descriptive approach embodied in the concept of an 

ARIADNE-type language merely provides a standard means whereby the interacting 

systems can understand the descriptive features of messages, whatever these may 

be and however adequate these may be. Thus, whereas an empirical test of the 

sufficiency of an ARIADNE-type language is determinable, only .ludgments abou+ 

the relative descriptive sufficiency of the native language descriptors can be 

made. Such descriptions are either sufficient, insufficient or oversufficient, 
as determined by the capacity of each specific receiving syst-em to interpret and 

redescribe the message. Thus, a message may convey enough information or less 
or more information than is needed. 

With respect to the sufficiency of the sender system's description of a message, 
given that the ARIADNE messages can be used to identify and properly qualify 

description, there remains the question as to whether or not the receiving syst- 

can retain the same meaning of the message in terms of its own conventions. Ts 

.here semantical loss or, worse still, semantical distortion involved in this 

transfer of information by means of a bi-level description of da4a? Additional./, 

if there is loss or distortion, is this primarily attributable to the insufficiency 
of the ARIADNE language, to the insufficiency of the description languages of ‘.he 

interacting system, or to a basic data incompatibility existing between the systems 

Data incompatibility issues have been by-passed in this study. Tnus, *—e in- ’e u ; 
hand is to determine the descriptive scope required of the ARIADNE language a- 

well as that required of the descriptive languages of the intenactinv systems. 

Whatever their initial scope, obviously some anticipation of filar' software 

developments as well as an uncertainty factor must be provided for in both case'4. 

On both levels of discourse, the languages have to be made an completo in descrip¬ 

tive capability an possible, even to the extent that such capabilities exceed 

current processing capabilities and descriptor implémentations. As a result, r:. 
the object language level, the languages envisioned should be able to describe 

types and structures of data that had not been implemented in their own or pv^i-, 

on any other operating system, The same design goal would characterize +‘" 
development of the ARIADNE language. It should be constructed so as to t.e sele¬ 

to describe kinds of messages and formats that were beyond th'- .1'script,ive 

capability of systems within the current communication environment. 



Aa a way of hedging against unanticipated developments, the languages in question 

must be capable of growth. The object level languages should be open-ended 
so as to be able to describe previously unanticipated kinds or characteristics 

of data or data structures. Similarly, the ARIADNE language should be expandable 

to enable handling previously unanticipated descriptive elements or techniques. 

In this sense, the ARIADNE language may also have to be self-describable, in 

that it should possess a capability for indicating, within the body of a message, 
changes to Itself. 

SYNONYM AND HOMONYM PROBLEMS 

At any level of communication, synonym and homonym problems are encountered and 

provide a primary source of ambiguity. In intersystem communication, the 

synonym problem occurs when two or more systems use different names for the same 

descriptive function or for the same object-level variables. The homonym problem 

occurs when two or more systems use the same name or what is taken to be an 

equivalent name for different descriptive functions or for different object- 
level variables. 

Thus, central to the concept of the ARIADNE language and its classification 

technique is the requirement for an effective synonym and homonym resolving 

capability. The technique of descriptor-class assignments is primarily directed 
towards overcoming synonymity confusions. The technique of using role and link¬ 

age associations to indicate and differentiate among near-equivalent descriptors 

serves as a qualification of and refinement upon descriptor-class assignments. 
It is equally valuable in resolving synonym and homonym difficulties. 

Some cautionary notes are required. It may well be that, in focusing upon 

descriptor-class assignments, the synonym problem on the meta-descriptive 

level is easier to handle. But a corollary to this ostensive advantage is the 
inherent danger that precisely because of this focus, the existence and 

difficulties of homonymous relations among descriptors is either overlooked or 
de-eraphaaized, 

A second cautionary note relates to the limited claim being made for the 

synonym and homonym resolving capabilities inherent in the ARIADNE approach. 
These capabilities apply only to the descriptive features of messages. On the 

object language level these problems would still exist. Clearly, some form of 

directory or dictionary would be required so that commonality of meaning among 

the interacting systems could be secured. In this connection, DOD directive 

5000.11, dated December 7, 196^, relating to the establishment or standard 
data elements and data codes, represents an effort in this direction. 
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5. iPFVELOPMEWT OF A PROTOTYPE ARIADNE LANGUAGE 

jn exploring the concept of the ARIADNE language, the requirement that messages had 

to be adequately deacribed on the object language level vas handled suppositionally. 

¡rocedurally, this made sense. By assuming that each system could adeouately 

describe its outgoing messages in terms of its own descriptive conditions, 't was 

possible to focus upon the less obvious and more intransigent problems associated 
with assuring message intelligibility in the midst of descriptive diversity. 

The approach recommended (exemplified by the concept of an ARIADNE-type lanpuatre) 

was to handle descriptive diversity by means of a standard representation language, 

operating at the meta-descriptive level, wherein the descriptive featur^s o'* 
messages could be uniformly and adequately described. 

5.1 SELF-DESCRIBED MESSAGES 

Before an implementation plan for developing a prototype ARIADNE Isntruage can p* 

set forth, previous suppositions must be cast aside. The question aa to whethar ** 

self-descbibed messages on the object limguage level are possible must be raise- 
anew and dealt with directly. The crucial task is to adequately describe the 

message forms of various systems. Any legal statement in the output languar^r. 

of these systems may function aa the content for an intersystem megs&gc. However, 

it is by no means evident that the descriptive capabilities embodied in the output, 

and report generation programs of these systems would be sufficient for describí r.m 

these statements, either to the users of another system or for automatic interpre¬ 
tation and redescription by another system. Even if it can be shown for a given 

system that it is possible to yse the descriptive categories of its output 

language in order to adequately describe its legal message forms—thus demon strati-¡7 

the possibility of self-described messages—the possibility and practicality of 
adopting a similar procedure for another system would still V In question. In 

all likelihood, selection from and augmentation of the descriptive conventions 
of most systems would be required if messages were to be adequately described on 

the object language level. This would entail a reconstruction of the output 
languages of each of these systems. How extensive this revision would have to 
be and how costly has yet to be determined. 

Jhe assertion that output languages will have to be ... before th*-y arc- 

adequate for the message descriptive function rests upon the iTcetflc reiation- 
ship that holds between the class of legal message forms of n elver system and 

the classes of legal statement forms in that system and in the receiving n/st-"- 

Any given message represents a legal statement in the output 1-nguage 0' the 

sending system, whether or not that language overlaps any of the other access 

languages employed within the system. But, it is importar* to recovaize the* 
the set of legal statement forms used within two da‘a management systems 

need not necessarily correspond to the lists of legal message forms fer theS» 

systems. Thus, messages can be output in a form that would no* he accepted a% 

a legal statement for processing within the ayat-m. Similarly, m-vr.y lern, star- - 
ments acceptable to the system would make no sense within an intersystem 
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cr«munlcatlon context. The interesting aspect of this problem relates to the 

requirement that a message must, whether or not it parallels a legal statement 

form in the sending system's access languages, be redescribable and reforaat- 
table so as to constitute a legal statement form in the receiving system’s 
access language. J 
In Section 2.3 it was ass-rted that the requirements of a standard representa¬ 
tion language could be formulated only within the context of a morphology of 

intersysteo messages. Clearly, within a given communication environment, the 

descriptive conventions that are used in representing data will serve as the 

determinant affecting the specifications for and development of an 
ARIADNE-type language. These descriptors, in turn, reflect the kinds of data 

to be included within messages as well as the charact .ristics and modes of the 

refütí i0n 8üCh dêta* :t 18 Preci8ely the»e data values, characteristics, 
of organization of data that serve as the evidential basis 

for establishing equivalences among descriptors. Thus, a survey of descriptive 

conventions that did not also involve a morphological analysis of messages and 

íe 0f 1Írait8d Value’ C°"»*duently, the implementation Ir LlltT < ?r de^el°Pin« a Prototype ARIADNE language will entail some form 
of morphological analysis of messages. 

5.2 ALTERNATE APPR0ACHER TO A MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF MESSAGES 

íSíánSv1"?6 0f the Study» 8everal Possible approaches to the development 
the ARIADNE language were examined. These were characterized by differences 

in the degree of generality obtainable as well as by the ambitiousness and 

feasibility of the venture. Three main approaches were distinguished. 

1. The experimental "benchmark" approach. This approach 
involves a step-by-step buildup of a prototype ARIADNE 

language. Two data management systems would 
be selected as "benchmark'1 systems, and their message 

descriptive features characterized and if necessary, 

reconstructed. Thus, the grammatical elements, syntac¬ 
tical rules and legal statement forms of access and 

output languages of each system would have to be examined. 

Next, variable kinds and formats of messages reflecting 

each system* data organizing and outputting capabilities 
would have to be specified. The kind, level, and modality 

of descriptive information appropriate to each message 
form would then have to be determined. Finally, a 

synthesizing effort would have to be Initiated whereby 

descriptive classes would be constructed that subsumed 

the message descriptive features of each of these systems 

(that is, equivalence and near-equivalence relations would 

be established between the descriptors from each system.) 

For two arbitrarily selected systems the possibility clearly exists that, as 

a limiting case, a perfect mapping could be effected. Tha* is, within each 
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ÉUMMÉM 
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unsuccessful. An analytical tool for suitably characterizing, ordering, and 

comparing conventions was not available. This lack is not surprising. Upon 
reflaction, it can be seen that the cataloguing effort itself was premature 

and the demand for an analytical tool excessive. The approach involves an 
implicit circularity of reasoning. Presupposed is the existence of the very 

classification technique that in effect represents one of the end products of 

the study. 

3, The analytical "a priori" approach. This approach requires 

that a morphology of messages and message components be 

constructed and a prototype ARIADNE language be developed 
that is not tied to the specific message descriptive features 

of any select set of data management systems. A set of 
descriptor-classes would be identified according to their 

descriptive function within a possible set of message forms, 

This approach is obviously more general than the others in 
that it is not bound by empirical constraints. Various types 

of messages would have to be differentiated, the attributes 

of each type distinguished, and the common a; d individualized 

components of each distinct message form identified. 

Each of the above approaches has its own set of distinct obstacles to overcome. 

Given the general complexity and ambitiousness of the overall venture, and 

given the singular lack of success achieved so far in proceeding along 

empirical and analytical pathways, the decision to adopt an experimental 

"benchmark" approach was not difficult to reach. The LUCID and COLINGO 
data management systems were selected as "benchmark1' systems. It was felt that 

the diversity in message-generating capabilities and in data descriptive 

conventions of these systems would provide a suitable test basis for inves¬ 

tigating the possibility of a prototype ARIADNE language. 

5.3 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

Using LUCID and COLINGO as "benchmark" systems, an implementation plan for 

developing a prototype ARIADNE language and a test plan for demonstrating 
the feasibility of the ARIADNE classification techniques has beer formulated. 

The following key milestones were included: 

, Specification of a sample set of legal message forms; 

List and analyze the legal statement forms of the various 

access languages and the output languages for each system. 
List the descriptive conventions used in the above languages. 

Construct a sample set of legal message forms for each system. 
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the ARIADNE lan,u«se to include mess»,. d.àcMrtw! L' • P 
not suhsumablc under the deecrlptor-clannes construn.-i upon 
the basis of the LUCID and COLIKCO systems. ^ 
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, Demonstration of data exchange between three systems. 

. Analysis of experimental results and appraisal of the 

ARIADNE language and classification technique. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The primary focus in this report has been conceptual, although it was not 

intended to be so restricted. Attention has been directed to the mesnag'1 

descriptive aspects of intersystem communication. Information transfer has 

been viewed principally as a problem involving the search for a standard 

higher-order language. A meta-descriptive approach has been taken to the 

problem of facilitating information transfer between systems with diverse 

descriptive conventions. The major recommendation of the study is that a 
standard representation language—the ARIADNE language—should be constructed 

and tested. 

The ARIADNE language will be a meta-language, designed to convey an abstract 

representation of information about descriptor-nexus equivalences. At issue 

is the general question of sameness and difference in meaning, although this 

issue is here raised to the descriptor-level. 

The concept of an ARIADNE-type language is offered as a promising candidate 
for a standard representation language. It permits standardization to be 

introduced into a recalcitrant communication environment where the least amount 
of disturbance to the status quo is produced. Thus, while the concept of 
the ARIADNE language is radical, involving the description of messages at two 

levels of discourse, the motives governing its formation and the primary 

criterion used in assessing its prospects for acceptance are conservative. 

In the standards area, the guiding imperative is "Don't make trouble." 

The concept of the ARIADNE language and the clas il^ication technique implicit 

within it has been developed to the point where detailed work with the 

"benchmark" systems is both possible and mandatory. Only in this way can a 
prototype ARIADNE language be constructed. Only in this way can the meta- 

descriptive approach to information transfer standards be substantiated.^ In 

the implementations area the guiding imperative is "Take the trouble ..." 

Someone has to do this! 


